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Foreword 
 

In 2018, Autodelen.net rolled out a buddy project with the intention of broadening the target car sharing 

group. We know from experiments conducted and experiences gained that it is not obvious to address a 

diverse target group regarding car sharing. We have talked to different intermediaries and potential users 

and found that the importance of the right motivated local partners cannot be understated. Likewise, 

appropriate communication and the realization that what is obvious to one person may pose a barrier to 

another are crucial to a successful diversification of the car sharing target group. The ‘right’ approach does 

not (yet) exist, but we are keen to share the lessons learned and a number of good practices. 

 

With this inspiration booklet, we aim to inspire public authorities, welfare agencies, and players from the 

social sector to make car sharing available to all. This booklet features a background sketch regarding the 

issue of mobility poverty, the insights we have gained from the Buddy project, and a roadmap for rolling 

out your own Buddy project. We conclude with a series of inspiring examples and a number of 

recommendations to turn car sharing into an inclusive narrative.  

 

Be inspired!  
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Introduction 
 

 
Car sharing 

The range and diversity of sharing initiatives are growing exponentially. More and more people are making 

use of online networks where private persons are offering different things, from places to sleep (couch 

surfing and extra bedrooms) to utensils (peerby). It is no coincidence that many of these initiatives 

emerged in the aftermath of the economic crisis.  

More and more sharing initiatives are popping up in terms of mobility as well. With car sharing, multiple 

people take turns using one (or more) car(s). Car sharing is based on a simple principle: the car is used 

when it is needed. When the car is not needed, it is available for use by another person. Car sharing offers 

major ecological, social, and economic advantages. It reduces the number of cars, the level of 

congestion, CO2 emissions, parking pressure, and the individual cost of car usage. Car sharing is a 

sustainable and flexible alternative to car ownership.  

Car sharing is a first step towards more sustainable mobility behaviours and reduces the negative impact 

of individual car ownership and usage on the environment. A shared car replaces 4 to 10 privately owned 

cars. Thus, car sharing is inherently more environmentally friendly: on the one hand because fewer cars 

need to be produced, on the other hand because less (public) space is taken up.  

Car sharing is a key link between private ownership and public transportation. Car sharing does not 

compete with public transportation, on the contrary: car sharing takes up a special place within the 

Flemish STOP principle. The concept fits between the O and the P, or in other words between public and 

private transportation. Private cars are used by multiple families and are closely connected to public 

transportation. Car sharing is an instrument for basic accessibility and benefits man, wallet, and 

environment. This also fosters liveable neighbourhoods with more space where people are more closely 

connected. 

Car sharing is on the rise, but the target group being reached is often still too one-sided. Until now, car 

sharing has mainly reached a homogeneous and selective public (double earners, higher educated). To 

maximize the impact of car sharing, it is important to also spread car sharing to different target groups 

and make it available for them. People with migration backgrounds, senior citizens, newcomers, fourth 

world, singles, …  are still infrequently reached today.  

 
Mobility poverty 

An estimated 19% of Belgians find themselves in a state of “Mobility poverty”. Mobility poverty afflicts a 

group of people with insufficient access to societal functions due to limited mobility. Numerous factors 

are at play, with the lack of resources/possibilities for using (adapted) means of transportation as a 

constant factor. 
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In its Mobility poverty dossier, Mobiel21 puts forth four thresholds that lead to mobility poverty:  

1. The cost of private transportation  

2. Lack of adapted (collective) transportation  

3. Lack of a (mobile) social network 

4. A lack of personal mobility skills  

 

The lack of mobility impacts participation in our society. Mobility poverty therefore constitutes a vicious 

circle, as people fail to get to work, job interviews, school, or social activities. This societal exclusion in turn 

leads to a lack of mobility, as people fail to find employment and cannot extend or maintain their social 

network.  

Groups at risk of suffering from mobility poverty include people with physical disabilities, people 

dependent on care, people in poverty, rural residents, people with migration backgrounds, people without 

driving licence, singles with children, … These are precisely the groups that are insufficiently reached with 

car sharing. Nevertheless, they would benefit from mobility solutions such as car sharing. Car sharing can 

help these people out of their isolation and have a positive impact on employment, leisure, medical care, 

and social contacts. In some cases, it can also imply slight financial betterment. 

When we look back at the afore-mentioned mobility thresholds, we notice that car sharing can lower the 

first three thresholds: 

 Unlike the high costs associated with car ownership, car sharing allows for private transportation 

at a lower cost to the user. 

 Car sharing enhances access to transportation for persons with physical and/or mental issues and 

specific transportation needs. Those who cannot travel by bicycle or public transportation, may 

find a solution in car sharing.  For instance for people who have trouble walking or are 

experiencing a burnout, mobility via public transportation or bicycle can be quite a challenge.  

 Car sharing enhances social cohesion in neighbourhoods as people come into contact with one 

another more often. Keys need to be handed over, agreements made, … This builds a (mobile) 

social network. 

The fourth threshold, a lack of personal skill in mobility, also forms a major threshold for car sharing. 

Finding one’s way throughout the diverse car sharing offering, the registration and reservation 

procedure, opening a car with a smartphone, … not everyone will have an easy time. To tackle these 

thresholds, Autodelen.net rolled out the Buddy project in 2018, with the support of the King Baudouin 

Foundation.  This project aims to offer (partial) answers to the issue of mobility poverty in major cities.  

  

https://www.mobiel21.be/assets/documents/Dossier-Vervoersarmoede-vandaag.pdf
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On the road with a Buddy 
 

Intent 
 

With the ‘buddy project’, Autodelen.net aims to broaden the car sharing target group and also involve 

people with a migration background, people in poverty, senior citizens, and singles in car sharing.  To help 

these groups on their way, we trained 10 ‘Buddies’ who can allow the people in question to experience car 

sharing first-hand by taking them on a trip in a shared car. The intended target group was informed about 

car sharing via information sessions, and they could then request a buddy. This allows them to experience 

first-hand how to register as a car sharer, how to book a car, and how it is then picked up and opened. All 

offered without commitment and without costs to the requester. This way, we aimed to pave the way for 

car sharing and allow the test persons to experience how car sharing can form part of the mobility solution.  
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Approach 
 

We rolled out a buddy project in three major Flemish cities: Antwerp, Ghent, and Leuven. To reach the 

target groups, we involved various experts on the matter and organized a number of information sessions. 

 

Antwerp:  

Buurthuis Dinamo 

Seniorenraad Antwerpen 

Seniorenconsulent Deurne 

Atlas · integratie & inburgering 

Antwerpen 

 

Ghent: 

In-Gent 

Dienst Welzijn Stad Gent 

Mobiella 

OCMW Stad gent 

Samenlevingsopbouw 

Adviesraad etnisch-culturele 

diversiteit 

Seniorenraad stad Gent 

 

Leuven:  

Dienst samenleving Stad 

Leuven 

Wijkmanagers 

Buurtwerkers 

Dienst diversiteit en gelijke 

kansen Stad Leuven 

Seniorama 

Seniorenraad 

 

 

We deliberately chose to only explain two car sharing systems thoroughly during the information sessions, 

so the information would remain easy to digest.  In addition, it was important that no credit cards would 

be needed to ride in the cars. In order to achieve the same offering in each pilot city, we chose two systems 

that were active in Antwerp, Ghent, and Leuven. The other car sharing systems were briefly explained but 

were not part of the pilot. 

 

1. Cambio 

With cambio, you use a car from the cambio company. The cars are spread out across the city and have 

fixed locations. You become a cambio member and collect your car in these fixed locations. When you are 

ready, you return the car to this same location.  

With cambio, you pay a usage fee per hour (or per day/weekend) and per kilometre. You also pay monthly 

subscription fees and a guarantee. You open the car using a badge and do not need to arrange a key. 

Thanks to the on-board computer, the car ride involves no administration, and the user pays a monthly 

invoice. 

 

2. Cozycar (car sharing with your neighbours) 

With Cozycar – a form of private cost-shared car sharing – you use a car owned by someone in your area. 

The car remains the property of the owner. There are many groups of people in the city who are sharing 

cars. They can be found on the Cozycar online map. First you become a member of Cozycar. This costs 

€10 per year. Then you join a group of people who are sharing a car. Along with the owner of the car and 

the other users, agreements are made on the use of the car.  

You share the costs of the car with other users. In most cases you do not pay on a time basis, only on a 

kilometre basis. It is calculated how much the car costs on the basis of the actual costs of the car. This lies 

between €0.25 per km and €0.35 per km. You also pay a guarantee. After a car ride, the user enters the 

distances into the online reservation system, and the user pays an invoice, usually every few months. 
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Insights gained from Buddy 
 

The success of the Buddy project was by no means a given. The Buddies were hardly utilized. Following 

thorough investigation and various surveys we came to a number of findings. A number of bottlenecks 

also came up that hindered car sharing for the selected target group(s).   

 

Out of sight is out of mind 
 

Car sharing is poorly known.  Certainly, the sharing of privately owned cars was a novelty to many of 

those questioned. Ella vzw also puts forth the results of a thorough mobility experience survey in Nieuw 

Gent in its publication ‘Mobiella’ that car sharing is hardly known among underprivileged women with 

migration backgrounds. Likewise, any knowledge of and skills pertaining to comfortable transportation 

alternatives for (one’s own) cars is often lacking within this group.  

 

The limited familiarity with car sharing forms an additional hurdle in launching car sharing. In general, the 

transition to car sharing proves to be a mental process. A long path forms going from awareness raising 

to enthusiasm to initial attempts and finally, in the ideal case, ending with perpetuated behaviours. The 

awareness step cannot simply be skipped and requires sufficient time and resources. The buddy can come 

in handy if the target group has reached the stage whereby they are tending towards initial attempts. 

 

Diversity 
 

When defining a target group, it is important that it be appropriately outlined. Target groups such as 

‘senior citizens’ or ‘people with a migration background’ consist of various subgroups with possibly very 

diverse needs. Various social identification categories (language, sexual preference, origins, physical 

appearance, income, education, age, household composition, health, gender, religion, colour of skin, 

class) contribute to ‘social identity’. All of these partial identities help determine a target group’s skills, 

desires, and preferences. Those belonging to the most dominant groups in our society are often not aware 

of the position of power this entails.  

To achieve inclusion, policy makers, initiators, and project partners must firstly be aware that their own 

mental framework is a limited representation of reality. One’s own mental framework must be released, 

and one must dare to also question matters that seem ‘obvious’. Therefore, it is highly recommended that 

the target group be involved and scrutinized in advance. 

 

Bottlenecks 
 

To gain a better insight into the needs and thresholds of a target group, we entered into a dialogue with 

various groups and their intermediaries. Various thresholds proved not so easily resolved with a Buddy.  

 

 Legal bottlenecks 

Some people from the identified target groups have no driving licence, others have no valid 

residence documentation. 

http://www.ellavzw.be/sites/default/files/mobiella.pdf
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 Financial bottlenecks 

The cost of car sharing is, although cheaper than car ownership, still too high at times. Certainly 

the start-up costs and subscription costs form a threshold. Moreover, there is a persistent fear of 

unexpected costs. Many are also hesitant to share their own cars. Moreover, certain car sharing 

organizations require a credit card for the transactions. 

 

 Cognitive bottlenecks 

Although the buddy aims to simplify the process by explaining car sharing from up close, 

cognitive thresholds remain which the Buddy cannot surmount. Not everyone is riding the 

digital revolution. For the large group of ‘digital illiterates’ there is a need for ‘live’ information, 

reservation, and a physical key transfer. The technical language involved in the administration 

surrounding car sharing also causes difficulties.  

 

 Psychological bottlenecks 

To some, the car remains a status symbol. This is an obstacle that requires a fundamental 

change in mentality. It is a transition that may take years. To some, private sharing proves 

difficult.  Leaving a group or having issues with a local car sharer for instance is more 

troublesome than with a (faceless) company. 

 

 Proximity 

The proximity of a suitable car sharing system and/or other satisfactory mobility solutions is 

sometimes a limiting factor.  
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Personal effort 
 

 Define a small enough target group so it is more easily reached and displays the same level of needs 

to a certain extent. For instance ‘persons over 60 form neighbourhood x with little or no digital skills’ 

or ‘Single women with driving licence from neighbourhood x with limited financial resources’. 

 Find a driven, motivated partner with a network among the target group you wish to reach. It is 

important that the partner 1) personally backs the initiative, 2) is willing to invest time, and 3) sees the 

project as one of their priorities. Get to know the target group. Ask the following questions:  

 Does the target group meet the legal conditions for car sharing (ownership of a 

(European) driving licence, are papers in order, …)? 

 What are the mobility thresholds among the selected target group? 

 Is a buddy a solution? 

 Set up a communication plan, tailored to the target group. Ensure extensive communication with 

the target group. Try to repeat the message as much as possible and focus on personal interaction. 

You follow a comprehensive path with the target group: from awareness raising to fostering 

enthusiasm to promoting initial attempts and finally, in the ideal case, ending with perpetuated 

behaviours among the target group. Always communicate a clear and specific offering. Choose clear, 

concise texts with pictograms to support you. If necessary, translations can also be provided. 

 Recruiting and training buddies. Try to connect with operational buddy initiatives (fietsvriendinnen, 

citizenship education, …). Employing confidants as buddies increases the odds of success. Ensure 

correct insurance and expense compensation for the buddies.  

 Find the best way to hold low-threshold information sessions. Preferably, a type of information desk 

will be set up in the neighbourhood where one can freely enter to obtain information about car 

sharing. Also helpful is a connection with a larger, attractive gathering, e.g. a neighbourhood dinner 

with children’s entertainment.  Collaborating with initiatives such as UiTpas or ‘lokale munten’ also 

helps reinforce efforts. Always ensure a clear call to action, and if the buddies are not known to the 

target group, have the buddy and tester get acquainted at this stage!  

 Send the buddy and tester out on the road with a shared car. Have them go to a destination where 

they both feel comfortable. 

 Tester follow-up is of course greatly important. This can be done by asking them a few days 

afterwards how things went during a personal talk. This can be done by the buddy or by a confidant. 

It is important to respond to the testers’ questions and to ensure that they, if they wish, can easily find 

their way towards membership of a car sharing organization.  For instance, you can provide a 

promotion code for membership. This way, you can soundly evaluate who became a member, and 

there is an extra incentive for the testers to quickly join a car sharing organization.  
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INSPIRATION 
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Car sharing for wheelchair users 
 

For persons with a physical disability, it is often not easy to make the desired trips at the times of their 

choosing. AVIRA (car sharing for all with wheelchair-friendly cars) emerged in response to this need. 

Modified cars, which require a significant investment, are often immobile. Sharing them is therefore a win-

win situation. Facilities that own such cars can share the costs and persons with physical disability gain a 

major mobility benefit. Moreover, car sharers from the neighbourhood are actively deployed as voluntary 

drivers for persons with limited mobility. 

 

 “I rehearse with the orchestra twice per month.  

AVIRA allows me to make the trip and attend my rehearsals.” 

 - Marijke 
 

The success factors for an AVIRA project? 

 Voluntary drivers  

 Sound support from a car sharing platform 

 Thorough communication 

 Coordinating accessibility with users 

 

 

Note: Sharing one’s car as a private owner is legally not an obvious matter at the moment. The owner is 

faced with a variety of restrictions. Autodelen.net aims to achieve the following: 

 Modification of rules on reduced VAT rates, so anyone sharing their own modified car remains 

entitled to a 6% VAT rate 

 Modification of regulations regarding individual material support (IDM) granted by the Flemish 

agency for persons with a handicap (VAPH). To date, regulations still explicitly state that 

financial assistance can only be used for personal use of the modified car.   
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More information 

The manual for sharing modified cars can be read on the  Autodelen.net website (project AVIRA)  

 

Providers with their own fleet 

 
Car sharing provider Cambio is also experimenting with sharing modified cars. Mechelen already boasts 

a shared car with wheelchair access. This car was requested by the city of Mechelen, a hospital, and an 

institution for persons with a disability. By providing the car in the vicinity of these provisions, it is 

anticipated that sufficient demand for a modified car will be guaranteed.  

 

More information 
Cambio wheelchair-accessible shared car 

 

  

https://www.autodelen.net/project/avira-project/
https://www.cambio.be/cms/carsharing/nl/2/cms_f2_16/cms?cms_knuuid=97fe90b9-c8bf-46f9-9288-b35cfcd35c35
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Mobility brunch/sharing neighbourhoods 

 
With the support of Autodelen.net, Buurthuis Dinamo set up a ‘sharing neighbourhood’ in July 2018. 

Participants could test out ‘sustainable means of transportation’ free of charge for 30 days. Following an 

analysis of their mobility profile, it was reviewed what alternatives to the car would benefit them. Then 

they could experience for a month what it was like using other means of transportation. 

 

 

 “I have found someone with whom to share my car, I am so happy!” 

- RAFA 
 

 

Mobility brunch to close things off 

A Mobility Brunch was held to close off the project. Following a highly intense communication session 

whereby neighbourhood residents were personally addressed, a full house of neighbourhood residents 

attended the Mobility brunch. Attendants entered into a dialogue on shared mobility, difficulty making 

trips around the neighbourhood, and drew inspiration from the experiences had by the participants of 

‘sharing neighbourhoods’. During the pleasant brunch that followed, contacts were established to share 

means of transportation.  

 

More information 

The toolkit for rolling out sharing neighbourhoods yourself can be read on the website of autodelen.net 

(project ‘Sharing neighbourhoods’) 

 

 

https://www.autodelen.net/buren-delen-toolkit-lokale-overheden/
https://www.autodelen.net/buren-delen-toolkit-lokale-overheden/
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Driving lessons with shared cars 
 
 
Using shared cars to learn how to drive improves the self-reliance of prospective drivers and their odds of 
landing a job, and allows them to become acquainted with car sharing in practice. 
 
Some car sharing providers are addressing the shared car driving lessons aspect. 
 
At the private, cost-sharing car sharing organization ‘Dégage!’ members can – with the owner’s 
permission – use a shared car with a provisional licence. This way, Dégage! aims to provide people with no 
cars with the opportunity of obtaining a driving licence without having to buy a car. Likewise, Vivium – a 
car sharing insurance to which Cozycar users can subscribe – offers the opportunity to learn how to drive. 
Naturally, the owner of the car has to agree. An additional requirement here is that other users do not 
belong to a high-risk group.   
 
Car sharing provider Cambio is experimenting with driving lessons using shared cars. At the ‘Rising You’ 
employment project, participants get the opportunity to learn how to drive using a shared car. This project 
seeks out volunteers who are willing to assist prospective drivers. In addition, Cambio joined hands with 
driving school organization VAB. This collaboration allows Cambio members to use a practice car after the 
prospective driver has attended a minimum amount of driving lesson hours. This way, the children of 
Cambio users can learn how to drive without having to purchase a car. The cars provided for this purpose 
do not have dual controls. 
 
Also, certified driving school federation Federdrive and car sharing provider Stapp.in have showed great 
interest in sharing driving school lesson vehicles, but were thwarted by legal criteria for driving school 
cars. Under the current legislation, it is not permitted to also feature the logo of car sharing 
organizations on driving school vehicles with dual controls.  As a result, it was not possible to sufficiently 
promote the project. 
 

More information 

Dégage! carsharing 

Vivium insurance 

Cambio rented driving lesson vehicle 

Car sharing organization Stapp.in 

http://www.degage.be/autodelen
https://www.stappin.be/
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Private car sharing 
 

With private car sharing, cars owned by private citizens are shared among themselves. Both Cozycar and 

Dégage facilitate car sharing according to this principle. You can become a member by making your own 

car available via the system and/or as a user of shared cars owned by others. Private car sharing applies a 

cost-sharing rate. By only charging the actual cost, eschewing monthly costs, and applying a low 

guarantee, car use costs remain limited.  

 

 “A few months ago, I received a call from my garage. If he could pass my telephone 

number to a single mother. Her car was worn and in need of replacement, and this was a 

financial setback for her. He had noticed that all drivers using my car took good care of it, 

and he wanted to suggest that she also join Dégage! Now she has access to a car, without 

high costs or cares.” 

- Ann, car owner at Dégage! 

 

Dégage goes one step beyond with a damage procedure based on a solidarity principle. An internal 

comprehensive system is applied, and damage claims are reviewed case by case. A solution tailored to the 

user is always sought. Moreover, everyone is welcome at Dégage! To highlight this message, internal 

documentation is also available in English and French.  

 

More information 

Dégage : www.degage.be  

Cozycar: www.cozycar.be 

 

http://www.degage.be/
http://www.cozycar.be/
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Mobility assistant 
 

In rural areas, using public transportation is not always convenient. This is the case in Mesen, West 

Flanders. In order to promote the mobility of its residents, the municipality of Mesen and care organization 

‘Solidariteit voor het Gezin’ chose to use the technology of car sharing cooperation Partago to share two 

electric vehicles with the residents. In the mornings and the evenings, the cars are used by ‘Solidariteit 

voor het Gezin’ to transport people to the day centre. At other times, the cars can be booked by the 

residents of Mesen. 

Unique to this sharing project is the fact that a special schedule with a mobility assistant/driver was 

developed for senior citizens, people with a physical disability, or residents without a driving licence. As a 

resident of Mesen/Heuvelland you can call upon this service and book the shared car at moderate prices 

with or without driver.  

 

 

 “You need a tremendous amount of time if you want to take the bus to go 

shopping in Ypres. Sometimes we have to spend two to three hours sitting 

about before the next bus for Mesen arrives” 

- Ronny from Mesen 
 

Shopping service 

Some senior citizens cannot leave the house for health-related reasons. They need help doing daily tasks, 

such as going grocery shopping. This is why a shopping service is also part of the car sharing project.  

 

 

More information 

On website of ‘Solidariteit voor het Gezin’ or on the website of Partago. 

 

https://www.partago.be/
https://www.solidariteit.be/diensten/autodelen-mesen-heuvelland/
https://www.partago.be/
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Opportunity rate 
Although car ownership is much more expensive than car usage through car sharing, the latter still proves 

too expensive for some. To address this, the City of Roeselare and social housing company ‘De Ideale 

Woning’ implement a modified rate for vulnerable users.  

 

City of Roeselare 

The city of Roeselare offers a service car to its residents. Management is in the hands of service centre 

‘Ten Elsberge’. Anyone living in a radius of 1.5 kilometres around the service centre, can make use of the 

car. The neighbourhood is also home to a large number of residences of Social Housing Company ‘De 

Mandel’.  

 

 “I do not need a car every day, and I believe buying a car is too costly. I think it is a 

fun car to drive, and the rate is really reasonable. “  

– Cindy from Roeselare 

 

 

The city linked the use of the car to the leisure pass. People with a leisure pass are eligible for an 

opportunity rate. To great success; some 70% of users have a leisure pass. All residents of the social 

housing company were notified at start-up. 

 

More information: 
Contact: DC Ten Elsberge - stijn.dusselier@zbroeselare.be or 051 27 27 13 

 

De Ideale Woning 

Social housing company ‘De Ideale Woning’ (Antwerp) also shares a car with its social tenants. The car can 

be borrowed both during weekends and in the evenings during the week.  

mailto:stijn.dusselier@zbroeselare.be
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A social rate system was implemented. Tenants of social housing pay a reduced guarantee and a lower 

price per usage duration. To promote the project, ‘De Ideale Woning’ invited all social tenants from the 

neighbourhood to a pleasant information session (7/7). Thrift store ‘Kringloopwinkel’ was a key partner, 

and distributed flyers and posters in the neighbourhood. In addition, Filet Divers (association where the 

poor speak up), CAW Antwerp, and ‘Buurtschatten’ provided communication on the project. 

 

More information 

Contact: De Ideale Woning - info@deidealewoning.be or 03 320 29 70 

  

file:///C:/Users/jef/Downloads/info@deidealewoning.be
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Recommendations 
Our pilot project, interviews, and previous projects brought us to the following recommendations. We 
split them up once again into the bottlenecks that were detected and mentioned in the chapter ‘insights 
gained from buddy’ plus a category focused on raising awareness and attractiveness of car sharing in 
general.  

 

 Legal bottlenecks 

o Organizing driving lessons with shared cars 

o Tackling legal thresholds AVIRA (see ‘inspiration/AVIRA’) 

 

 Financial bottlenecks 

o Provide an opportunity rate as municipality/city, or provide a third-party payer system for 
car sharing 

o Offer car sharing cheques as municipality/city (analogous to taxi cheques) for people with 
mobility issues and limited resources 

o Provide an opportunity rate for developing MAAS applications (inspired by the UiTpas 
opportunity rate) 

o Develop modified, supplementary comprehensive insurances for private car sharing when 
setting up car sharing projects 

o Give car sharers discounts for other forms of sustainable mobility, or provide a combined 
subscription for public transportation and car sharing 

 

 Cognitive bottlenecks  

Free up personnel resources to offer car sharing systems tailored to the target group: 

o Make things easy: assume a role as an intermediary link in the usage of shared cars 
(booking, guaranteeing, follow-up of debt creation, …) 

o Simple information: Always communicate a clear and specific offering. Choose clear, 
concise texts with pictograms to support you. If necessary, translations can also be 
provided. 

o Communicate the bigger picture: organize workshops around car sharing, public 
transportation and (e-)biking. 

o Facilitate testing: provide a free testing period, a buddy to help with testing, … 

 

 Psychological bottlenecks 

o Deploy buddies/influencers/ambassadors from the target group’s own circle 

o Make car sharing mainstream: getting a critical mass to engage in car sharing and seeing car 
sharing happening everywhere in the streetscape makes it a more attractive alternative to 
privately-owned cars. See below under ‘General familiarity + increase attractiveness’ 

o Share the cars of known organizations in the neighbourhood: community work, welfare 
agency OCMW, neighbourhood health centre 
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 Proximity 

o Share the organization’s own car(s). Many municipal authorities and organizations have a 
(fleet of) car(s) that is all too often immobile. Sharing the cars with the neighbourhood 
optimizes the use of the cars and addresses an insufficient offering. 

o Share an (electric) (cargo) bicycle with the neighbourhood 

 

 General familiarity + increase attractiveness 

o Persistent and inclusive communication on car sharing: (annual) information regarding 
attractive activities such as a neighbourhood breakfast, recurring physical and digital 
communication, mentions out in the streetscape, and in (annual) publications… 

o Lower the information threshold by offering free, user-friendly offline information such as a 
free telephone number, open door sessions at contact points in the neighbourhood, low-
threshold information sessions, … In the case of the latter, choose times that are as 
accessible as possible, and provide childcare outside of school hours. 

o Focus on moments that are important to the target group, e.g. communication when 
people pick up their driving licence, or the reception for new residents 

o Provide incentives, e.g. a start-up discount, develop parking advantages for car sharing (e.g. 
cheap/free parking, reserved parking spaces, …) 

o Highlight certain advantages of car sharing that are important to the target group, e.g. 
financial advantages, no more administration, … First review how car sharing can provide a 
solution for your target group. This could involve a certain form of car sharing (e.g. private 
car sharing) or a partial facet thereof (e.g. learning to drive using a shared car). 

o Turn car sharing, combined with carpooling or not, into a fun and social event. For instance 
by linking the car sharing project to a shopping service. 

o Structurally embedding car sharing into the organization’s operation: 

 Engaging in car sharing yourself (leading by example) 

 Convincing co-workers/colleagues of the advantages and ensuring that they pass 
the message along in their contacts, e.g. spontaneously informing clients who are 
having trouble getting around or are having financial difficulties. The options for 
sharing one’s own car can be highlighted at this stage. 

o Informing persons who are eligible for public transportation discounts on the possibilities of 
car sharing. The competent authorities that form an intermediate link in the application for 
this group (shelter operators, federal pension service, welfare agency OCMW aides, VDAB) 
can ensure the transfer of information.  

o Collaborating with local authorities, welfare agencies, community work organizations, 
employment agencies, self-organizations and federations, integration 
departments/centres, refugee organizations, shelter offices, centres for basic education, 
NT2 training, religious institutions, advisory boards, service centres, homework supervision, 
buddy systems, car sharing organization, Autodelen.net, … 

 

 

Do you have any questions, or do you wish to contribute in the future to making car sharing available to 

everyone? Contact the Autodelen.net secretariat via info@autodelen.net or 09 242 32 75. 

 


